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Abstract— Ocean waves are a huge, largely untapped energy resource, and there is an urgent need to extract this form of 
energy. In India the potential along the 6000 Km of coast is about 40,000 MW [1]. This energy is however less intensive 
than what is available in more northern and southern latitudes. Research and development  activities are being carried out  
for more advanced technologies to utilize this renewable energy.Based on the dimensional potential of wave energy 
structural analysis of pelamis wave energy converter is done[2].By this technology there is a potentiality of upto 40000 MW 
.The optimum parameter is found at Gulf of  Khambnat and Gulf of Kuchchh at gujurat coast, some at south-eastern coast 
and deltaic regions of sunderbans. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
In recent years energy demand is growing due to 
increase in popultion and increase in industrialization. 
And the fossil fuel is limited. That is the reason  why 
the utilization of renewable energy resources came in 
to picture . 
Now a days much research in power generation using 
wave energy  been proposed and undertaken. One of 
those technology is PELAMIS[3]. The pelamis is 
wave energy converter developed and manufactured 
by Pelamis wave power(Scottish based company).The 
Pelamis is a semi-submerged wave energy converter 
with asimple geometry configuration based on 
individual cylindrical segment linked linearly by 
hinged joints.When a wave pass down through the 
machine it causes a relative motion among the hinged 
segments.This relative motion of the separated 
segments are resisted by hydraulic rams.The 
separated cylindrical units are jointed by the power 
conversion modules(PCM).And these modules help 
to transport the power to the cost and power grid 
through the flexible connector.This high voltage 
cable connection is done under the sea. 
The Pelamis technology is based on some 
hydrodynamic concepts and theory which bring 
certain advantages to it and make it an efficient 
one.Different arrangements and modification are 
done to it for its survivability in unfavorable 
situation.And the long thin shape gives it highest 
water plane area to volume ratio which helps in 
floating. The Pelamis has the advantage that  it react 
against its own body ,rather than against a separate 
external reaction  frame such as the seabed or a large 
internal or external weight. This readily allows the 
load to be limited in extreme conditions the removal 
of significant costs associated with the provision of 
an externalsource of reaction.Its resonant response is 
tunable as per our requirement which suits to the sea 
condition.  

The most attractive locations are the Gulf of Cambay 
and the Gulf of Kachchh on the west coast where 
thelong wave in the deeper Arabian seafelicitates this 
process.Northern Indian oceani.e; south eastern Tamil 
Nadu coast and national waters surrounding 
Andaman and Nicobar islands are also in the line. 
Apart from the tidal energy, India also has slow wave 
energy with short frequencies in deep water.We can 
experiment this emerging technology here.  
 
II. METHODS 
 
The Pelamis device deserves more details as it is 
theoffshore device closest to commercial operation. 
The Pelamis is a floatingdevice comprised of 
cylindrical hollow steel segments(diameter of 3.5 m) 
connected to each other by fivedegree-of-freedom 
hinged joints. Each hinged joint issimilar to a 
universal joint, with the central unit ofeach joint 
containing the complete power conversionsystem. 
The wave-induced  motion of these joints isresisted 
by ten hydraulic cylinders that accommodateboth 
horizontal and vertical motion. These cylindersact as 
pumps, which drive fluid through a hydraulicmotor, 
which in turn drives an electrical 
generator.Accumulators are used in the circuit to 
decouple theprimary circuit (the pumps) with the 
secondary circuit(the motor), and aid in regulating the 
flow of fluidto produce a more constant generation. 
The hydraulic power take off (PTOsystem. [4] 
 
A.Basic Parameters Of The Device[2] 
1. Structural Parameters of Floating Body 
 
Plane xoy in all states is parallel to water plane and 
goes through the center axis of the cylinder, z axis is 
vertical. Global coordinate, hinged coordinate and 
cross section sketch map are shown in Figs. 1 and 2, 
the principal dimensions and parameters are shown in 
table I. 
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TABLE I 
SIZES AND PARAMETERS OF THE 

BENCHMARK DEVICE 

 
 

 
Fig 1.Coordinate systems 

 

 
Fig 2. Hinged Axis in both ends 

 
B. Parameters of Mooring System 
In the numerical simulation, the mooring system of 
Pelamis is in the form of linear mooring with stiffness 
2E6 as shown in Fig. 3. No.1, No.2 mooring line are 
connected to the Structure 1, No.3, No.4 mooring line 
are connected to the Structure 5.The angle of mooring 
line and structure is 45°. 
 

 
Fig 3. Mooring system 

C. Principles 
As we know wave in deep water  has a negligible 
height ,it is considered to be linear. Assuming fluid is 
irrotational, viscous, incompressible, ideal fluid and 
satisfy potential flow theory, the incident potential is 
known. Considering the system iscomposed of n 
hinged floating fragmented  bodies, the overall 
coordinate and local coordinates areas shown in Fig. 
4. 
 

 
Fig .4 Coordinate systems 

 
Considering different sea state probability, total 
average power can be expressed as the sum of power 
in single sea condition times probability factor. 
 

푃 = 푛 . 푝′  

N is total number of sea conditions, η is probability 
factor,P’ is average power.Each  fragmented floating 
bodies have capacity to produce 150KW of power. 
 

 
Fig :5.   selection of site and  technology[5] 

 
Small distributed grids should be constructed at 
shores  for  proper transmission and distribution of  
the energy produced by pelamis wave energy 
converter and its commercialization. 
 
III. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
 
In India there is enough opportunities to extract wave 
energy and wave power According to the research on 
Indian oceanographic condition[6]  Gulf of  
khambnat ,Gulf of Kuchchh,areas,Arabian sea, 
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around Andaman and Nicobar islands ,and some parts 
of Tamil Nadu coast has conditions suitable for this 
operation.India can extract upto 40000 MW of wave 
energy  by this process.If we will be able to extract 

10-20% of  thisenergy would be a great achievement 
considering  persisting energy demand. 
Fig.6 shows Distribution of wave energy along 
different areas of Indian coast.[5] 
 

TABLE 2: Wind power potential along the Indian coastline location 

 
 
It describes about the seasonal variation of wave 
energy in course of Indian ocean.Now   there  is a 
need to choose location. 
 
Fig.6 shows Distribution of wave energy along 
different areas of Indian coast.[5] 
 

 
 
Proper generation and distribution to land via 
underwater power transmission cables can result in a 
tremendous  increase in the field of renewable energy 
production  by renewable energy resources.[7] 

As waves can travel long distances abruptly an have 
seasonal variation of energy would make is a good 
technology to flourish.This  production  technique has 
very less environmental impact . It is reported that 
wave power devices can  
Generatepower up to 90 per cent of the time, 
compared to 20–30 per cent for wind and solar 
power devices. Better advancement of techniques an 
commercialization process would result in popularity 
of this technology. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
The concept  and potential of  harnessing and 
utilizing the wave energy is considerable and it raises 
a step towards  the utilization of  renewable energy 
concept  . This paper contains the experimental and 
mathematical analysis of electric power generation 
from sea wave energy as a renewable energy using 
pelamis concept in different regions of  India.Here we 
have used the hydrodynamics to generate power 
which is an efficient one . The equipment  we are 
using here are cost efficient  comparatively with other 
WEC technologies. There is no any emission or 
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erosion of the waste material from the equiptment 
occurs As a result this technique of generating power 
is cost effective ,efficient and environment friendly. 
This technology we can bring into picture in different 
regions of India (like Gujurat ,Mahsrastra ,Tamil 
Nadu,Andaman and Nicobar islands etc.). As this is 
an effective approach of utilization of wave energy , 
this concept needs some more advancements and 
scope to come to an act. 
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